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Huntingdon 
Cambs PE18 0DG 

If you're able to refer back to ASKC Newsl~tter No. 16 you will see that I made short 
mention of Tom Daly's sole circumnavigation of Ireland. Since writing this I have received 
a full and absorbing account of Tom's expedition. Space and finances won't allow me to pub 
lish the whole account but I am going to print the final instalment entitled 'THE HOMECOMING'. 
I'm sure you will enjoy it as much as I did. 

I mentioned in my iast letter that I was off to Australia and I have included my article 
on this adventure (Editor's privilee;e). I have called it simply JOHN Ri.MVlELL IN AUSTRALIA. 

I have received the account of John Aberdcin's Isle of Wight Record Attempt and 
certainly it is worth including, 

I am going to do a 'Navigation Special' .in four parts. I suggest you save them as to 
gether they make a good SULllD.ary on basic navigation, 

On completion of the navigation I have an excellent article on TIDES, so there is plenty 
in W pipe line. None the less still contributions are needed so keep those expedition =e 
porU coming in together with your other news, views a opinions etc. 

Finally I have a few letters to publish and then a few notices to round this letter -0ff. 
So to summarise the contents of this letter 

1. Final instalment of Tom Daly's circumnavigation of Ireland. 
2. Me in Aµstralia. 
3. John Aberdein's Isle of Wight Record Attempt. 
4. First of four part instalment on basic navieation. 
5. Readers' letters. 

Till Newsletter No. 21j 
Good Canoeing, 

John J. Ra.mwell 

1. THE HOMECOMING 

One hour ago I had left Oysterhaven having spent a delightful rest day there and was now on 
the last leg of my journey. Even though I was passing the sun-drenched Cork coast and was on 
a calm sea, I became very fed up towards evening. I resented everyone. I resented Ann whom 
I ~w would be enjoying a folk concert in Paire Ui Chao.iDh. I resented my brother-in-law who 
was\...,efutting pressure on me to keep going by arranging my homecoming for a certain day and I 
resented all other sea canoeists who apparently enjoyed their sport. 

A pleasant starry night under a cliff at Galley Head improved my mood, but the following 
day's pull to Cape Clear was even worse. Instead of the usual three or four page entry in 
my Log., that day's account was brief and to the point: "No thf.ng special about today. Just 
another long exhausting day with head winds11• The prospect of rounding the South West 
Corner of Ireland was adding to ray gloom. I was faced with long crossings, few landing 
places and notorious seas. "This must be what its like in mid-oceann, I said to myself as I 
looked around and saw grey sea meet grey mist on all sides. I was very uncomfortable. The 
compass-bearing on which I was travelling had been made out the previous might in the Youth 
Hostel on Clear Island. Because of a power failure, I. lit matches with one hand while I 
hastily did my calculations with the other, thinking that I'd only had occasion to use the 
compass a couple of tirnes so far anyway. 

Before I had reached Mizen Head, the fog came down and the Pastnet disappeared like a fading 
apparition. I chuckled to myself, thinking of a trip out there the previous Easter with a 
friend and an excited light-house keeper slightly worried about the appearance of two tiny 
vessels under his perch. r.~izen Head brought no elation - just what might be another life or 
death decision. From my craft there was no possibility of taking bearings or writing the..1a 
on the chart and any bearines I was likely to need had been marked the night before. The one 
I was looking at would, I hoped, bring me to Black Ball Larbour just east of Dursey Sound. 

Apart from the doubt about the compass course, an accuracy of ten degrees was the best I 
could expect with the boat bucking in such a choppy sea and ten degrees, combined with drift 
and leeway caused by wind and tide could leave you well off course after fifteen miles. I 
couldn't look at the compass for more than half-a-dozen strokes at a time because of feelings 
of nausea. If anything went wrong, flares couldn't be aeen. Away to the west, a sailing 
vessel crune and went out of the mist - it looked like a Chinese junld 
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Black Bull Head did eventually appear dead ahead and it had a dull grey appearance gradually 
turning more black as I canie·ql9s~r until eventually a fisherman guided me to a safe landing 
place. The evening coht-inu~d. <lull and misty and as I camped on long wet grass everything got· 
thoroughly damp. My e Leepang bag couldn1 t be put into the watertight compartments and was ·· 
therefore stored behind the·-seat where drops of salt water were continually tr:i,ckling_ through 
the plastic bags in which:it·was, stowed. ... ··-- · ---~. 

These were easy to dry out, but-there was so much salt in the bag at this stag~ _that i~ 
picked up moisture from the air and in any kind of d&1p weather the bag was wet:-lhe fisher 
men woke m_e e~rly next morning to get through Dursey Sound before the tide, and I head~g. __ wes t 
in the co!d' and Windr dawp-light. A big American cruiser overtook neat the Sound and·--too, 
f'arn.Ly w~re·:on deck, ?Ii th :±:iJJn-sta.ri: grins and whirring cameras. 

A~ I wa~;b~d-:it ':oe.~d.±re N6;th. µpd·e; pbwet, ~eavi~g a~d swaying in the swell from the fresh 
northerly wind, I was fac-ed'.with-a' decision whether to turn back or to head out into the wind, 
Hy log,,cP:ntinues the story: "Oh ray God, what a day] ~A day I didn't think possible. I didn't 
think 'it ·po~ssible - that I could rise out of a wet sleeping bag at 5 o'clock in the morning and 
paddle for· ·almos·t el~'ven ho~"s into the - teeth of s trong winds and big ;\tlantic seas". That 
was the way it. w~s and I oust have been crazy or a fool to attempt it, but I got away with it, 

. ... .. ( ~. ' .=· . . . . . 

I arrived at the mouth of St. Finan1s Bay and a salmon boat·came over to investigate. If I 
had been-.,lost I would have known f'r on the way that the fishermen folded the·ir arms, stretched 
out on the boat and ·sized me up,;.that I was.looking at KerrymenL I/Iy problems weren't over 
however, as the seas were still rough ruid the men in the boat told me that I couldn't land 
thro~h.. the_ suz:i' on the beach and that the pi'1r. was impossible unless I knew the place.' "They 
advi:;ied.' me ·t&.,go to Ballinskelligs' buf . what was a short journey f.or them with their engj ·-,es 
would have been kiliing for _me aft.er an eleven hour exhausting day. . .., 

By thi~- time,:r .had ten,d~d to ignore the advice of fishernen anyway. While they recognised 
the limitations of oy craft they did not see its advantages, and on more than one occasion 
they warned me that something could not be done, when it turned out to be nothing out of the 
ordinary. The surf posed no pr.oblen and I was greeted by a couple of dozen people who had 
read in the 11Cork Examiner11 about my expected arrival •. 

Only one elderly lady took off her shoes and came into the water in her stockings to help me 
with the boat while everyone looked on, but when a photographer from the "Kerryman" invited,· 
then to join in a photograph, out they all trooped, shoes, stockings, trousers and skirts 
all getting wet~ For a moraent I forgot_ how cold and tired I was and felt araused at being 
surrounded by supposedly sane human beings smiline; at a photographer while the waves lapped 
around their legs on a cold, wind-swept beach~ 

I was in Kerry again and had a great nine hour sl~ep that night. A short-cut through a rock 
strewn Sound caught my eye as I was leaving the bay next morning. The in-coming waves were 
breaking there bU:t·r had no intention of goinc; around. I tried to judge the best place to go 
through and s_printed when the time was right. A surge took me to within feet of rocks on my 
left;- a wave was steepening dangerously in front of ne; I pulled with all ny might and go-t 
through just before the wave began crashing behind me in a roar of boiling foam that wo 
have taken me careeririg--over tooth-like rocks had I been a second or two later. 

The adrenalin was pounding through my system, my heart was rattling in my chest but as Bray 
Head was before rae, .the incident was forgotten in minutes as I had to make a decision whether 
to land at Valentia or cross Dingle Bay to Slea Head. 

The gods had smiled on me again as the winds had ooved to the West and I headed for Slea 
Head, my last long worrying hop. The swell was huge at first despite the moderate\vind. A 
yacht was passing South about a mile away, her hull coming into view only twice and the top 
of her mast disappeared for long intervals. I enjoyed the crossing. The day was fine and I 
thought back on all the adventures and thrills I had found on the hills and seas that surroun 
ded me.· I also thought about the tines I had stood on the sand~dunes at Inch or Rosbeigh, rn,y 
blood turning cold as I looked out at the expanse of water between Bray and Slea Head, and 
thinking, frightem!d, that one day I. would have 'to face that crossing and many other crosstl'.1€ 
besides. 

Over the years I had erown accustomed to Kerry, but as I cooked my meal that evening I could 
not but be moved by the view across the Blasket Sound. The sea was a brilliant blue and 
across the narrow stretch of water that now looked so peaceful and harmless, the Great 
Blasket was a clear ereen, while the other islands ·became gradually more dull with distance 
from the mainland. · 

Once I had read of a funeral leaving the little pier on the Great Blasket for Dunquin and I 
thought what a lovely sight it would be to see sixteen curraehs in line astern stretched out 
across the Sound. I had landed on the tiny beach at Curreenole just under Slea Head, hoping 
that the wind wouldn1 t turn to the South V/est and throw up big dunping surf, which could 
easily prevent rae from going out again. 
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went to Kruger Kavanagh1s for a drink that night despite my uneasiness about leaving the 
oat alone on a tourist beach. The nearer I got to so-called civilisation, the more careful 
had to be about having gear stolen. I had become very attached to the boat now - I had 

ursed and minded it like a baby for seven weeks-and was never at ease when away frora it. 

he end of my journey was only one day's paddle away, but as I wasn't expected until the 
ollowing day I was going to make two relatively short journeys, the first of which was to 

,randon Creek. It was a pleasant morning as I rushed up the Blasket Sound with a strong tide, 
nrt thiri .. gs changed dramatically when the tide ran into the North-Westerly wind and swell at 
.he Northern end of the sound. It was the first time I had to make extensive use of support 
trokes and the boat moved involuntarily under me because I had lost so much wciggt that my 

tips didn't fit the seat tightly enough to give me full control. 

,ocals would have called the sea "lunply". The whole thing was like being on a switch-back 
·ailway. It was a scene of interchanging gaping holes of water and conical peaks, capped with 
:now-like breaking foarJ. You fall into a hole which suddenly becomes a peak and your stomach 
;ets that jolt which occurs when you jump from a high divine board. 

'rom a distance, the entrance to Brandon Creek appeared to be plastered with breaking waves 
tnd I was worried that I wouldn't get through, but it wasn't as bad as it appeared. The often 
ised imagery of the sailor finding peace in the shelter of a port after a journey through 
~ough seas was never more true as I paddled up the fjord-like creek that evening. 

was only about ten miles from home but didn't allow myself the luxury of self-congratulation~ 
[ couldn't. [ ~Ot the last night in my favouritecompany - old fishermen in a quiet corner of an un 
nodernised pub and they went over every foot of the remaining few miles. I was glad that the 
Last day was one of the roughest and the problem of staying upright precluded any emotion. 
[ only allowed myself to be moved by elation when I saw the old look-out tower at the top of 
Brandon Point and knew that my crazy, ir1possible9 fool's dreaL1 had come true. I soon rounded 
the point and was in calm water. Twenty minutes later I dragged the boat ashore for the last 
time. 

I had travelled almost 19000 miles in a tiny craft9 along some of the most dangerous coast 
line in the world. I did it aione and with the strength of my own hands. Yet, in comparison 
with other major achievements it was a puny effort and will be of no significance in the 
history of man's adventure or exploration. 

I hcpe that it was significant however, in inspiring some of those people who like myself 
lived ordinary mundane lives and had dreams of doing something adventurous. I had a vision 
and turned it into reality. I achieved my ambition without having to spend an exorbitant 
amount of money or going to the ends of the :Sarth to carry it out. I had no big publicity 
machine and none of the high powered promotion and financing involved in many modern expedi 
tions. Perhaps I have shovm that in this world 9 where the glorification of the f'amous by 
theAldia makes the nornal person feel irrelevant9 the ordinary person can still do his own 
thi 

i,fter having had a few drinks with some people who had come to welcome me home, I put the 
boat on the roof-rack and sat into the car with ~nn to go home - but first we drove up to the 
top of Brandon Point and there I had one last look at the huge expanse of blue sea, dotted 
with breaking white-horses. There I gave thanks to whatever it was that controlled the 
forces of Nature for havirl8 allowed me to pass by safely. 

I did not feel arrogant, l did not feel that I had conquered the sea. Rather, the sea had 
made me hUL1ble and now I realised more than ever9 that man9 despite the sense of his own 
irnpcrtance and achievement, is completely at the mercy of the whirls of Nature. 

2. JOHN RAMWELL IN AUSTRALIA 

Earle Bloomfield9 a member of the Advanced Sea Kayak Club, circumnavigator of Tasmania (1979) 
native of Australia living in Melbourne with his beautiful wife, Kate and young son Thor 
(How1o that for an introduction Earlet) wrote to me last year and told me about his plans to 
lay on a course for sea canoeists and suggested I tried to visit Australia for a holiday and 
at the same time help out with this course. 

In actual fact Earle needs little introduction to canoeists in this country. He had in 
structed canoeing at Plas Y Brenin in Wales and at the Lakeside National Mountain Centre, 
England. 

Having agreed to help out with Earle's sea canoeiri.g course, which was being organised under 
the umbrella of the Australian Board of Canoe Education, (similar to our British Canoe Union) 
I started to make travel plans. I flew Quantas from London direct to Melbourne via Calcutta 
and Perth, and returned via Sydney9 Darwin, Singapore, Kualalumper and Bahrain. 

I arrived Melbourne on Tuesday 22 April at 6.00 p.n. local tiL'.le (they are nine hours ahead 
of us) after 23 hours travelling. As I was experiencing jet lag I was pleased to see Kate 
I'lC'cr::i.ficlcl the:re to nect no , It waan! t plain aa i.Li.ng through the cus tonc as I was car-ryan= 
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wooden paddles. One is not allowed to bring in plant 
paddles L) And ·so we were off into Melbourne its elf. 
quite dark, (they were well into their Auturm) but as 
fused it really did not seen to matter. 

The next few days were spent in preparing for the sea canoeing course. Earle and I must 
have trauped the length of Melbourne to meet up with canoe na.nufacturers anu retailers, 
chandlers, chart emporiUJ:tS (if there is such a thingL) and fishing equipment shops in search 
of all the necessary paraphanalia. Difficulty in obtaining charts was a problem. The area 
we were to cover had not been charted for nany years and they were not readily available.· 

life; plant life - wood - Lendal 
Though it was early evening it was _ 
ny 'biological time clock' was so con- 

Wednesday evening gave me a chance to meet up with the course participants. Half of them 
were local peqple and the others had travelled great distances (by our standards at least) 
fron South ~ustralia to attend. The gathering tr-is evening was for a few mini lectures on 
neteorology, navigation, etc., and for a final briefing. 

On Thursday we left Melbourne for Welshpool which is just beyond 'Nilsons Promorrtory , Wilsom 
Proo. was to be the venue for the three day course. It is a huge mountainous spit of land 
that juts out towards Tasna.nia in the Bass Strait. ~fter a great night at the 'local' in 
Wels~pool we found ourselves assembling on Friday morning on the beach. You know what it is 
like making final preparations and packing sea kayaks. There were sixteen of us preparing 
for the three days and two nights out. It seehled like disorganised chaos, but we got there 
in the end and by mid morning sixteen canoeists in sixteen Nordkaps set off for Wilsons 
Pron. We net sone disturbed water once we were out of the lee of the mainland and it 
basically remained disturbed until Sunday morning when we had a very calm paddle back to 
Welshpool. 

The first day was spent on coupleting various exercises and experiencing some interesting 
sea conditions. Our car;ipsite for the night was ideallic, amid huge gum trees actually on 
the Promontory itself. The second day we divided into two groups of similar ability and my 
group travelled along the 8oast and spent title surfing, fishing and just canoeing. Though 
I was told there is usually an abundance of fish, they were not offering themselves up for 
capture, and so we had to rely on our own rations for sustenance. The two groups met up 
again in the evening and we had another excellent night's camp. 1n1ere all the bottles of 
port and whisky materialised from as we sat around the fire •••• I111 never know. 

Sunday, a fine calm day. We paddled our way back to base, Welshpool, where we had a deoon 
stration of marine flares followed by a course de-brief. Without exception everyone felt 
they had ·enjoyed a great course, which though set out to be a beginners/iL1provers course, 
because of the sea and weather conditions prevailing had developed into an advanced sea 
type course. The weather around the Wilsons Promontory area is worthy of special mention. 
It changes so rapidly it is unbelievable. rrow a calm sea and sunshine to an overcast 
squally disturbed sea in a nat tcr of a few raonerrts , There is a saying used round these 
parts of the country; if you don't like the weather - wait five minutesL 

Sea canoeing in Australia is aa advanced as anywhere else in the world. 
this are several1 but two coue to mind, first the excellent coast line, 
and natural wild life, in other words the obvious opportunities for sea 
condly the lack of fast wild rivers for most of the year. 

Australia is basically a dry State and water has to be conserved, hence there is a danger 
of young rivers disappearing as dams and reservoirs are built. This is particularly the 
case in Tasmania where there is a move to stop the River Franklin fron suffering this fate. 
It may be a case of thirst versus canoeing and the outcooe nay be inevitable, but it does 
go much further than this as the heritage and the environr:ient of the Australians is in 
danger. 

The reasons f 
outlying islan 
canoeine, and se- 

Before visiting J.delaide I spent a day with John 'hlde, known to oany British canoeists. 
A Brit. hiuself9 he has made his home in Helbourne and works full tiDe for the Australian 
Board of Canoe Education. John wns taking a group of students down the upper reaches of 
the River Yarra. The nighty Yarra. The scenery was out of this norld, huge gum trees 
Li.m.ng the hills coming right down to the water side. And the Bell Birds making their dis 
tinctive bell like call. 

The trip to Adelaide was impressive. '.ie travelled the Great Ocean Road which was fantastic. 
Great cliffs and rock formations and all the way along the hundreds of miles of coast ••• 
great rolling wurf", Truly a surfers paradise (not to be confused with Surfers Paradise on 
the East Coast). Surprisir.gly we saw few surfers, and so there is plenty of room if you 
fancy Australian surf. 

.-ihilst en route for i,delaide we visited a farn deep in the Australian Bush at a place 
called Chetwynd. Ve stayed overnight and were made very ~elcone by Enid and Les Humphries. 
A great place to be, the Australian bush. Again the abundance of guL1 trees •• and sheep. 
I was fortunate enough to catch a glimpse of wild Kangaroo and mu. Then on to Adelaide. 

c !'l-:c1e several stops to explore such attractions as the old raar i. time port at Warrnambool, 
Lake at T,:It. Ganbier which at a certain tine of the year changes colour over-mght , 
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and the huge cave which is remarkable for its stalactites and stalagnites. There is not 
the space here to describe these places, nor to enthuse about so much nore I saw, like for 
exaople the endless Pine forests, the icdelaide Hills and the Coorong, a road running along 
a vast peninsula. 

I ; 

No sooner were we in Ade Laf.de when I was raak i.ng plans to cross Backstairs Passage by canoe, 
a stretch of water between Cape Jervis on the mainland and Kangaroo Island. This turned 
out to be a great trip. '.:eather was perfect and so was the company , 'iie even had a press 
reception on our return to Cape Jervis. 

I oust mention the hospitality and friendliness of the Adelaidians. Their enthusiasB £or 
everything, including of course sea canoeing was tremendous. It must be the climate and 
the local wines. I was introduced to several of the wines produced locally. I think that 
at one particular Deal at i'..delaide University we consumed we I L over two bottles each, I 
don't really remember now~ 

So ouch happened during our short stay in Adelaide. Radio interviews, more sea canoeing, 
and parties. ·.1 e set off back for r.Tiel bourne at 4. 30 in the Dorning having been to an all 
night party at the ~delaide Arts Centre ••• what a party that was~ 

The long haul back to Jl.;elbourne, stopping only to eat, re-eas or change drivers. -::e broke 
our journey at Ballarat to view the historical gold nine, where it is still possible to pan 
for gold, not that I saw anyone find any the day we were there~~ 

One uore dinner party in rlelbourne before catchine DY flicht back to London put the final 
to~ to what was for De a remarkable experience. 

I nave nentioned one or two names only in this account. If I mentioned all those whoo I 
met, who extended friendship and hospitality I should have a lengthy list indeed. Save to 
say that if every you have any doubts about hUL1an nature, ~o visit Australia. I found such 
genuine and unaffected hospitality that another visit has to be inevitable. 

~ 
3. JOHN ABERDEJN1 S .ISLE OF WIGHT RECORD ATTEMPT 

I enjoy canoeing solo on the sea. It's not a thing to reconnend; after all, one of the 
cornerstones of the Coaching Scheme is "Leas than three there should never be". I think it 
is fair to say that in order to Solo Canoe, you have to be in a state of harmony with your 
self, your abilities and with the sea. If and when you judge that to be the case, then you 
should be quite clear. There is no need to be apologetic about it to Coastguards or Pilots 
or Fisherraen or Rescue Specialists. The solo sea canoeist is safer than the solo dingby 
sailor, and no one particularly criticises the latter. Yet it is the sea-canoeist who is 
less susceptible to gear failure and less vulnerable to extremes of weather. Calms, foggy 
calr.is, force nines, not to mention tide-races and approaches to lee shores should all be 
handled better by the sea-canoeist than by the dinghy sailor.· (I hope I an not leaking any 
s~ets when I mention that one of the few areas in which we lag behind is that of toilet 
fab:{].ities). 

Anyway, lots of people are doing it nowadays (solo sea-canoeing), and probably always have 
been. One of thera, who seared a white wake round the Isle of Wight last year, is John Lee 
who worked at Calshot for a Season and now works at·Poole & Dorset Aotivities Centre. He'd 
just come out of the Paratroops "with muscles like ripcord" and he set a record of 10 hours 
52 ninutes. For 60 miles (start and finish at Calshot Slip) that seemed pretty good going. 
He used a B.S.C.A. Cadet, whose design owed a lot to the W.TI. racer. It's fast but it 
doesn't look like a sea-boat to r.e , (Mind you, neither do some "sea-boats"). As soon as 
I heard of John's time, I felt I had to have a crack at it, for the honour of Scottish Sea 
Canoeists, and of the Anas Acuta (designed by Geoff Blackford, ex Head of Canoeing at 
Calshot). 

I didn't really think John's :record was beatable - I just hoped it was. I didn't train 
very much - one 30 miles and a couple of lesser stints in the ten days before the attempt. 
I over-ate the day before, drank pints of salty water, and made up a route on the chart with 
target distances for each hour's paddling. 

At 4 a.m. on Sunday, September 9th, my old Anas slid away from Calshot Slip. My 17 nonth 
old son, Finn, was intrigued by this nocturnal parting. Penny, uy wife told the Coastguards 
in their Tower. As far as she could tell over the intercom. they didn't bat an eyelid. In 
the first few strokes I knew it was on. The paddle was slicing clearly under a fairly clear 
sky - the invisible ebb was sliding down the line of red flashing buoys. Hurst light red 
sector carae into view frora as far away as Lepe. In the first dozen r:iiles I didn't see 
another vessel. I held to the Shipping Channel to get the best of the big spring tide. 
A contrary breeze freshened before dawn and kicked up a jabble off Yarmouth and again througl 
Hurst Race. It was still dark as one or two yachts ballooned throtigh across my path. 

Then ca11e the red and green lights of a cruiser, presurJably heading up to Yarmouth and 
airaing close in on the Island side to keep out of the tide. I altered to starboard. Red 
and Green. I altered to Port. Re~ and Green again. Starboard and sprint. Either the 
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helmsman's drunk or ~e's.picked me up on the radar and is nosey. The engine note rises, a 
shape looms and then a searchlight~ I wave to acknowledge. 

"Get off the sea before you get yourself bloody killed". A Trinity House Pilot vessel. 
"I've told that ship you're here and I've told the Coastguard". 

"Thanks very much, the Coastguard already know" (1,nd I I r.1 in Totland Bay, well out of the 
Shipping lane.) . 

"And my advice to you is to go ashore right now, before you get yourself bloody well killed11• 

"Yes, that's alright, I have canoed solo around the whole coastline of Scotland and I do 
know what I'm doing •••• " 

"I don't care what you've •••••• " 

'1Alright, thanks very ouch, goodbye". 

It is unsettling however. The r.mn is an expert at his job but knows as much about sea 
kayaking as the average air-bedder knows about off-shore winds. Dawn cooes in very abruptly, 
I count o.y paddling rate - 66 strokes per minute, and we are at the Needles in 2 hours 17 
ninutes, with 8 minutes to spare on the target and 45 ninutes before the tide turns. All 
very factual. The taste has oomentarily gone. This is uy first tine at the Needles - a 
strange amalgariation of sharp outline and soft white texture. No seabirds on the limestone. 
I really nt.se my auks and shags, kittiwakes and fulmars. Whitened rock would mean their 
presence but not this all-white stuff. 

I have my first stop of the trip just after Scratchell1s Bay - a couple of minutes to dr~ 
half a litre of orange juice heavily fortified with glucose powder. All paddling coraes f:Fon 
the abdomen and the tight nuscles there wouldn't allow solid iood now. I make a navigational 
mistake, greedily edging to get on to the direct line between Needles and St. Catherine's, 
even when I know that 'the tide is in o.y favour only close inshore. Using the s.w. swell I 
surf into Freshwater Bay and then turn and slog on. r:Iost sea-boats are at their worst in a 
quartering sea. 

I reach st. Cathe+ine1s without incident at 8.50, five minutes down on schedule and swing out 
wide t·o avoid the tidal eddy. Another half litre ·of· this glucos_e elixir. The next half hour 
is the worst. Y~u know in advance that there will cone a tine _when giving:.::.fn seems .. the_best 
answer to fatigue, discomfort and lapsed schedules. The crux on so-called physical marathons· 
is always a nental one. 

Anyway, I plough up to Ventnor through black treacle. Ventnor is a typical Southern resort, 
all pastel pinks and greens perched on each other like a birthday cake. I have to laugh - 
and then it's all easier. The trip up to Culver Cliff is sinple with hardly any tidal inset 
to the bay, and the light air is dead astern. By Benbridge it is flat caln and I am 15 
ninutes up on schedule. I thread through the weedy le~ges then stop luxuriously for four 
minutes to sponge the boat dry. 

On the way back to Calshot it is practically calm, the tide is slack then, picks up and 
enjoy passing the Sunday yachtsnen. I hold to North Channel and sprint the last half hour to 
nake sure of breaking the ten hour barrier. A few twinges in the left shoulder and uy first 
ever case of teno-sinovitis. The conditions have been pretty kind really. I land at 13.49 
and the record is mine by over an hour. But for how long? ••••••• 

John H. Aberdein Instructor - Canoe Departr.lent 
Calshot ~ctivities Centre. 

4. FIRST OJ!' FOUR Pl:,RT IN3TALI,IENT ON R'1SIC NAVIGATION 

The right course - Plotting your course, allowing for tide and leeway, dead ~eckoning and 
position fixing - the first of four articles on basic navigation techniques discusses chart 
wdrk • 
Pew would adr.1it it but there nust be a nunber of otherwise fine canoeists who have never 
actually picked a compass course off a chart and steered it. Probably they feel there is no 
need and for that reason they have never learned how. They regularly canoe on afaniliar 
stretch of water with their next port always in sight and in consequence feel perfectly safe 
jus~cw:i.oei:ugby eye. But it cannot bring much comfort, this awareness that they perhaps lack 
the knowledge to venture further. Nor can it bring ouch reassurance to know that if an 
er.1ergency were to occur they nay not have the reserves to neet it. If circumstances forced 
then outside their hor.1e patch7 or if a fog clanped down and blotted out their familiar land 
raar~s1 they could be in serious trouble. It may be all very well for them to carry a chart 
and refer to it now and then like a road uap but this is not chartwork7 nor is it a very 
reliable procedure. 

Chartwork is planning, beil'lt, ready for the unexpected. It is the application of all the 
facts you possess plus a consideration for those which you don't. Chartwork is the infallibl1 
guite prepared at all tines to take you safely wherever you want to go. Learn it7 practise 
it7 and then canoe by eye if it1s prudent - but only-a lmowledge of chartwork will let you 
.. ~ -:'"· ::..r~e o 
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Aasurung that you have had sone canoeing experience it is a good idea to choose a faniliar 
paozage. for your first chart experience. You will be able to compare the workings with your 
own practical knowledge and thus gain more confidence in' your figures. Coastal navigation 
is fun, challengine fun9 soraething which people who invest in highly sophisticated equip- 
oent sadly don't seem to realise. · 

_l?eparture and landfall - The most Impo r-tarrt requirement- before drawing any lines on the 
chart is to pick a departure position. This will be the starting point and reference for 
the voyage. Usually it is a navigation r;iark off the port which you aim to pass close byi 
the fiarway bouy, an offshore rock, the pier head, soue last feature clearly marked on the 
chart frou which you can get a good position fix by eye. Later the exact position and tiLle 
of passing will be marked on the char t , 

S.'he logic of navigation is to take the vessel fro:o one prominent mark to another. So 
following the departure point the next thing to look for is a landfall, that is to say sone 
well-defined feature which lies close to your destination. App Ly some thought to this 
because you will need to pick souething which iSi/ as far as possible, unique to your desti"". 
nation and which can be seen a long way out at sea. It nay be a fairground lit by coloured 
lit;hts or a block of flats or multi-storey car park, soraething which you know. Sadly, most 
Adtliralty charts haven't kspt abreast of the building booLl. 

With the departure and landfall Llarks chosen the next consideration is whether to canoe 
directly from one to the other (if such is physically possible) or whether to deliberately 
dog-leg the course to take you within sight or sound of prominent marks on the way. If the 
t.l dist~nce is short t~en there nay be no need for t~ese nidway position checks. And 
aUher point: these pror;iinent features do not necessarily have to be on land. Buoys, 
lightships, etc. may be more convenient. 

Once the salient pointoh2ve been established carefully connect them with the rulers and 
pencil. These are the course lines. Now study then for a nomerrt or two. Are they safe? 
Do they carry you across any rocks, rip tides, wrecks or sandbanks? (If they pass near it is 
a good idea to ring the danger with a pencil.) Are they reasonably direct? Do they cross 
shipping lanes? Do they make the most of favourable tides? Do they provide ready access to 
shelter? 

Plotting courses - The provisions all satisfied, the next job is to discover the magnetic 
headings for each course and label them accordingly. Lay the parallel rulers (of whatever 
pattern you choose) alongside the first course and step theu very carefully across the 
chart to the nearest conpass rose. Check with a pencil that the rules are lying exactly 
through the centre of the grid and run the pencil through the numbers of the cor;ipass rose. 
Pick out this number on the magnetic rose and write it down on the course line marking it 1fu1 

for magnetic. Repeat the procedure for all the courses and you will then have the sequence 
ready for iLu:1.ediate use instead of having to fuss around with ruler and pencil on passage. 
You will notice, or be already aware, that there is also an outside compass rose which gives 
tjlllf (geographical) bearings. Except as a reference this is best ignored and it is safer 
tlhase all coastal navi~ation on uagnetic headings. A great number of mistakes are made 
by people reading off, and then steering, the reciprocal course line (or bearing). It 
seems inconceivable that anyone could ever be 180° out, but it happens and there are planty 
of shipwrecks to prove it. To avoid making this nistake it is always a help to say to 
yourself, "Now what is the approxiDate conpass direction I'm after?". North, east, south 
east or whatever? Then see how this accords with your three-figure answer. For most of us 
words are L1ore ueaningful than figures. 

It would be a simple thing if we could pick off the courses direct froo the chart and then 
steer then. Unfortunately this is unwise because of the many outside influences which push 
the boat in some other direction and which have to be compensated for: influences such as 
tidal effect and the unhappy trait most canoeists have of occasionally wandering off their 
course lines. It is up to the navigator to try and guage the probable effect of these and 
adjust his courses accordingly, but however the text books make it soundthi£results in far 
more guesswork than science. (Perhaps we should substitute 1art' instead of guesswork.) 

Allowing for leeway - Compensation for leeway is correctly the first thing to apply. 
Leeway is the amount the boat is blown downwinQ and although usually thought of as a side 
ways novement it can just as easily be a forwards or backwards uovenent, in which case it is 
her speed and not her direction which is affected. Varying boat speeds, varying wind 
strengths and directions and varying construction of boats all add up to varying amounts of 
leeway. In fact, it is a wise ovmer who knows the a.L1ount of leeway produced in a given set 
of circumstances. S0L1e idea can be gleaned by throwing sheets of paper at intervals over 
the stern and trying to express the angle between the 'wake course' and the boat's head in 
degrees. If this can be established then the correction is applied to the course and the 
boat is mo.de to steer closer into the weather by that same a.I!lount. 

Tidal set and drift - The effect of a tidal strea.L1 running parallel, or roughly parallel, 
with your course is obvious, it either slows you down or hurries you along. Only when it 
sets directly or obliquely across your track is the course o.ngle affected and acme correctio: 
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required to nullify its effect. To find out what the tidal streans will be throughout the 
journey you will need a tidal atlas. This is a collection of sinple naps of the area coverec 
with arrows, which by their direction indicate the 11overaent and set of the tide hour by 
hour. (An alternatiye to the atlas is -the tidal strean inset on the chart; nore trouble 
some to use but probably nore accurate.) 

The tidal infor11ation in the atlas is based on a "Standard Port11, Dover, Portsnouth, 
FalLlouth or sorae place like·that. So you also need a set o:e tide tables for the appropriate 
Standard Port. 

Now having established the date and tiL1e of leaving, together with soBe rough idea of how 
long the journey will take, you can look up the state of tide at the Standard Port cor.imen 
surate with the hour of your departure and, with the help of the atlas, see what the tide 
is going to do during each subsequent hour of the passage. 

The next job involves a little geometry, for we have to construct a 'parallelograr.1 of 
forces' using the values of the tidal set and drift and the course we hope to 1uake good'. 
The resultant figure of this cqnstruction will be the course to steer to counteract the 
tide. The figure is usually plotted directly onto the course line, which allows you to use 
such facilities as the parallel ~ules, conpass rose and latitude scale of distance. 
However, if the chart is snall and crowded this uay not be convenient and the drawing has to 
be plotted in a larger scale in so11e spare corner of the chart. Think bigl The lareer the 
scale the more accurate the plot. 

It can becouc a little tedious having to construct a 1tide vector' drawing every hour - and 
correctly, they have to be redravm every hour because the tide1s strength and direction 
constantly changing. Then, there are other occasions when their use is quite superfluous. 
Suppoa i.ng you were raaki.ng a cross-Channel trip in which the tide was expected to turn Did 
way. In other words there night be three hours of flood carrying you up-Channel, and three 
hours of ebb sweeping you back. Obviously nn hourly tide diagran is not essential since 
the effect of one tide will n..1llify the other. 

In practice then, one tries to nake an overall assessnent. Look at the tides throughout 
the entire length of the passage (and with particular respect to each leg you run) and try 
to nake a once-and-for-all adjustment. It isn't so accurate of course, but on the other 
hand how uuch value can one really place on a tide vector diagra.Ll when tide table infor 
nation is some t iries so unre La.abl.e? A s-trong prevailing wind, which heaps up the water, a _ 
high baroneter which presses it down, thes€ features can upset predictions enormously, 
and this quite apart from the practical probleus of interpolating between springs and neaps 
or .the directions of the arrows on the tidal chart. 

To summarize then, use a tide vector diagran whenever it is suitable to do so. That would 
especially apply when uakints a landfall where the course is at right angles to the ~.and and J 

the inshore tide is custoLmrily strong, but do not becoue hidebound by convention. Tide 
and its counteraction is often a natter of horse sense. 

To be continued 

5 • RE1\DERS I LETTERS 

Michael O'Connell, now living in MILLOM in CUI.'IBRIA has pa~sed on the following letter 
received fron Peter Hope Jones regarding Access to B!illDSEY. 

Dear Michael, 

I gather that you've been enquiring about access to Bardsey for me11bers of the 
Advanced Sea Kayak Club. 

Basically, anyone is welcome to land on the island, on payraent of a fee of 50p9 but 
camping is not pernitted. It is possible to stay at the Bird & Field Observatory by prior 
arrangement - which can be nade through the Booking Secretary r:1rs Helen Bond, 21L Gestridge 
Road, Kingsteignton, Newton Abbot, Devon - she could give you details. The Bardsey warqen 
has been worried by canoeists who had arrived at the island exhausted (one group to such 
an extent that they had to stay there three days), and since no caLJ.ping is allowed there, 
he hoped it could be brought to the notice of intending c&noeist visitors that they should 
arrive in ti.Lle (and condition~) to enable the11 to leave the san.e day. Obviously th:i_..sis 
not a grave natter at present, and one hopes it never will be, but a few gentle words froB 
yourself in the right quarters could help canoeists and island wardens alike, and could 
doubtless save a lot of unnecessary hassle at a later stage. 

On a less fornal note, I wonder whether you or any of your Sea Kayak Club occaafonal.Ly 
notice porpoises and dolphins on your sea travels. The British Sub-Aqua Club have pro 
duced the enclosed poster - your help in recording any such sea nar:u::ials would be 11uch 
appreciated. 

Y!i th best wishes, 

1.:'eter Hope Jones 
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Mick Box has sent me the following letter 

"Congratulation to Coach Mike Fennessy and Senior Coach Jeff Choat for the Three-Day South 
Devon coast Brixhafil to Plynouth Advanced Training and Assessment Course held 24th-26th May. 
Quite the best way, I an sure7 to assess Advanced Sen Canoeists is surely a Three-Day 
Car.iping and Canoeing Expedition, placing the canoeist in the enviromJent and conditions in 
which all the e Leraerrts and advanced canoeing skills can and were me t , The evening camps 
and discussions and individual talks were a welco11e change froB the norual classroon and 
blackboard set-up of previous courses. The old "Hole in the bottou of the boat" and "What 
are you going to do about hypothemia" chestnuts were not pulled out. 

Although at de-briefing I stated that I felt undertested, I was, in fact, assessed in depth. 
This is surely the Assessnent for Sea Canoeists. I recoDI:1end that you watch out for Mike 
Fennessy1s next course.n 

And frou Ken Snape in ~atford, the following request for inforuation: 

"I have organised a sea trip this sULE1er to travel out to visit all three Goodwin light 
ships within one day. 

Local press wants to know, and to be honest so do I, if it's ever been done before. 

Would you please ask through our :r.:1agazine if any menbers have done this trip or if they 
know of anyone and would they be kind enough to drop me a line. A full report on this trip 
will, in due course, wing its way to youit" (45 Derby Road, Watford, Herts) 

Jo&b from Australia has told ne of a rafting method which he explains as follows: 

"I night have mentioned a rafting method to you (or was it Pete Salisbury) Qnd in any case 
I fill reminded about it by the report of the Dutch A.S.K.C. neobers' self rescue (Newsletter 
No. 17). John Hicks who is intending to go to Queensland with ne, hopes to do sone diving 
for sea foods and we were experi11enting by rafting our boats as a platform for the purpose. 
The diagram below shows the si.Dple solution. 

Flexi-straps of 31" length with 5 hooks 

a) end view b) side view 

7 

7 
(a) 

C 
cOIJ7E D 
sree.: , ) s 
f/VO)< 

It's possible that if the Dutch guys used this technique to regain entry easier and faster 
then naturally you can pump the boat dry quicker. 

And finally fron Guy Ogey in France, the following notice: 

"Some news of interest for readers of ASKC newsletter: A trip along the South coast of 
Brittany from August 2nd to 10th, fron Vannes to Morgat. British Kayakists are nost welcome. 
For nore information write to JEAN LUTZ, 67 rue de la Croix de la Gaulle, 53.000 Laval, 
France. Phone: 43.53.1584." 

FOR SALE 
ASKC ties at £2.00 each including p & p 
ASKC stickers at 30p each including p&p 
ASKC letter headed paper@ 5p per sheet (orders in multiples of 10 only) 
;r;;.. CANOEilJG SY?1:P03IUL1 REPORTS - still a few left :=~t 75p including p&p 
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